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JuliaCon attendee gather in the
amphitheater outide of MIT' Computer
cience and Artificial Intelligence
Laorator.

JuliaCon draw gloal uer of a dnamic, ea-tolearn programming language
Now three ear old, the Julia programming language i helping to olve prolem in
area uch a economic modeling, paceflight, and ioinformatic.
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"Julia i a great tool." That' what New York Univerit profeor of economic and Noel

JuliaCon

laureate Thoma J. argent told 250 engineer, computer cientit, programmer, and data
cientit at the third annual JuliaCon held at MIT’ Computer cience and Artificial Intelligence
Laorator (CAIL).
If ou have not et heard of Julia, it i not a “who,” ut a “what.” Developed at CAIL, the MIT
Department of Mathematic, and throughout the Julia communit, it i a fat-maturing
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Computer cience and Artificial Intelligence
Laorator

programming language developed to e imple to learn, highl dnamic, operational at the
peed of C, and ranging in ue from general programming to highl quantitative ue uch a
cientific computing, machine learning, data mining, large-cale linear algera, and ditriuted

Department of lectrical ngineering and
Computer cience

and parallel computing. The language wa launched open-ource in 2012 and ha egun to
ama a large following of uer and contriutor.

Department of Mathematic

Thi ear' JuliaCon, held June 21-25, wa the igget et, and featured preentation
decriing how Julia i eing ued to olve complex prolem in area a divere a

chool of ngineering

economic modeling, paceflight, ioinformatic, and man other.
chool of cience
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“We are ver excited aout Julia ecaue our model are complicated,” aid argent, who i
alo a enior fellow at the Hoover Intitution. “It’ ea to write the prolem down, ut it’ hard
to olve it — epeciall if our model i high dimenional. That’ wh we need Julia. Figuring out
how to olve thee prolem require ome creativit. The gu who deerve a lot of the credit
are the one who figured out how to put thi into a computer. Thi i a walking advertiement
for Julia.” argent added that the reaon Julia i important i ecaue the next generation of
macroeconomic model i ver computationall intenive, uing high-dimenional model and
fitting them over extremel large data et.
argent wa awarded the Noel Memorial Prize in conomic cience in 2011 for hi work on
macroeconomic. Together with John tachurki he founded quantecon.net, a Julia- and
Pthon-aed learning platform for quantitative economic focuing on algorithm and
numerical method for tuding economic prolem a well a coding kill.
The Julia programming language wa created and open-ourced thank, in part, to a 2012
innovation grant awarded  the MIT Dehapnde Center for Technological Innovation. Julia
comine the functionalit of quantitative environment uch a Matla, R, P, tata, A,
and Pthon with the peed of production programming language like Java and C++ to olve
ig data and analtic prolem. It deliver dramatic improvement in implicit, peed,
capacit, and productivit for data cientit, algorithmic trader, quant, cientit, and
engineer who need to olve maive computation prolem quickl and accuratel. The
numer of Julia uer ha grown dramaticall during the lat five ear, douling ever nine
month. It i taught at MIT, tanford Univerit, and dozen of univeritie worldwide. Julia 0.5
will launch thi month and Julia 1.0 in 2017.
Preenter at JuliaCon have included analt, reearcher and data cientit at the U..
Federal Reerve, lackRock, MIT Lincoln Laorator, Intel, Conning, and a numer of
univeritie around the world. In addition to a communit of 500 contriutor, Julia’ cocreator include Alan delman, profeor of applied mathematic at MIT; Jeff ezanon M
'12, PhD '15; Viral hah, co-founder of Julia Computing; and tefan Karpinki, co-founder of
Julia Computing.
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